
Highlights of this case include: 

• Rhodochrosite stalactite cross-section 

• Pristine hexagonal morganite crystals 

• Unique pink agate 

• Vivid manganoan calcite 

Case 2: Pink Minerals 

What makes minerals pink? 

The most common reason that a mineral is pink is 

because it contains manganese (Mn) in some way, 

whether that be in its mineral formula (like 

rhodochrosite or rhodonite) or in trace amounts 

and impurities (like in manganoan calcite and 

morganite). Sometimes trace inclusions of 

aluminum and phosphorus can also contribute to a 

pink color in minerals.   

Pink minerals in history and myth: 

• Rhodochrosite is common in hydrothermal 

deposits in South America. Because of this, it was 

well-used in Incan traditions and is nicknamed 

“Rosa del Inca” or the “Inca Rose”. It is thought the 

stone was associated with ancestral blood. 

• Morganite (pink beryl) was discovered in 1910 and 

was named after the famous financier (and gem 

collector), J.P. Morgan. 

• Rose quartz was well-documented in ancient 

Greek legend, often as a symbol of love in stories 

alongside figures like Aphrodite and Eros. 

• Agates have had a mythical reputation in many 

cultures. Marbodus, a medieval Bishop of Rennes, 

declared that wearing agates can make the 

wearers more agreeable, persuasive, and 

favorable.  



 

Information from: 

Mindat.org — The world’s largest online mineral database. 

*“Rock and Gem: The definitive guide to rocks, minerals, gemstones, and fossils” by 

Bonewitz, R. and the Smithsonian Institute, New York, NY: Dorling Kindersle. 2008. 

*”Simon and Schuster's Guide to Rocks and Minerals” — edited by Martin Prinz, George 

Harlow, and Joseph Peters. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1978.  

 

For further reading on historical mineral folklore: 

“The Curious Lore of Precious Stones” by George Fredrick Kunz. Published by the J. B. 

Lippincott Company, 1912.  

 

*available for reference in the Dice Mineralogical Museum 
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